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company profile
Intevac is a leader in the design, development and manufacturing
of high-productivity, vacuum process equipment solutions. Our
systems are production-proven for high-volume manufacturing of
small substrates with precise thin film properties, such as those
required in the hard drive and solar cell markets we currently serve.
In the hard drive industry, our 200 Lean® systems process approximately 60% of all magnetic disk media produced worldwide. In
the solar cell manufacturing industry, our LEAN SOLAR ™ systems
increase the conversion efficiency of silicon solar cells.
Our Photonics business is a leader in the design and manufacturing
of leading-edge, high-sensitivity imaging products and vision systems which primarily address the defense markets.

FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS: The annual stockholder letter contains forward looking statements which involve risks and uncertainties. Words such
as “believes”, “expects”, “anticipates” and the like indicate forward looking statements. These forward looking statements include comments related to our
projected revenue, profitability, market share, requirements for and timing of new capacity, the timing of technology upgrades, hard disk areal density growth
and technology transitions; the proliferation of new process steps for the photovoltaic cell manufacturing industry; the demand for hard disk drives and
photovoltaic cells; length of development, marketing and deployment cycles for our new Equipment and Photonics products; our ability to proliferate our
Photonics technology and products into major military programs; and our growth in government programs. Our actual results may differ materially from the
results discussed in the forward looking statements for a variety of reasons, including those set forth under “Risk Factors” and should be read in conjunction
with the Consolidated Financial Statements and related Notes contained elsewhere in this Annual Report on Form 10-K.

LETTER TO OUR STOCKHOLDERS
In 2012, Intevac’s hard drive equipment business was

Last year, our Photonics business returned to growth

negatively impacted by the weakening macro-economic

with revenues up 10% over 2011, and became profitable

environment, industry consolidation, the historic Thailand

in the second half of 2012. Our advanced technologies

flooding in 2011 and the transition of PC-based data

enable the U.S. Military to develop new capabilities and

storage to Cloud-based storage.

improve the performance of existing systems by replac-

Our solar equipment business introduced two innovative

ing analog equipment with digital.

processing systems designed to increase cell efficiency:

Our 2012 revenue was $83 million with a net loss of $55

ENERGi ™ ion implant and NanoTexture™ etch. We have

million or $2.37 per share. This included a $23 million

shipped three systems to date with two ion implant

valuation allowance established for certain federal

systems currently undergoing evaluation at customer

deferred tax assets and $18 million in goodwill and

facilities.

intangibles impairment charges. We continued to maintain a strong balance sheet, ending the year with cash
and investments of $92 million and no debt.
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LOOKING FORWARD
2012 was a difficult year for Intevac due to the volatile
global economy and the basic nature of complex, cyclical
businesses. While we expect this situation to continue into
2013, we remain optimistic. By adapting to current operating
environments, implementing sustainable spending levels,
and providing our customers with the most innovative
solutions, we can achieve greater success and improved
financial performance.
HDD Equipment
Our hard disk drive (HDD) business faced a challeng-

We believe that a major factor in the decline of the

ing year due to the weakened macro-economic envi-

HDD total addressable market has been the shift of

ronment and the industry’s transition from PC-based

some storage to the Cloud. In the Cloud, drives are

storage to centralized Cloud-based storage. This sig-

utilized more efficiently thus requiring fewer drives for

nificantly affected our core business, hard drive sput-

a given amount of storage. This transition will be the

tering equipment.

key driver for disks to switch from the number of PC’s

Data storage is expected to grow this year, and the
number of disks per drive is expected to increase;
however, since the industry is still operating below
capacity, we expect low demand for our hard drive
systems in 2013. Despite the current environment,
Intevac remains the leader in magnetic media processing equipment with approximately 60% of all disk

sold to the number of bytes to be stored. When the
industry works through this discontinuity we believe
that demand for disks will again exceed capacity. This
is based on a consensus that data creation will continue to grow at a rapid pace — as much as 50% byte
growth per year — which is well above the predicted
growth rate of around 20% in areal density per year.

media made on our systems. We have the largest

Further, we believe that this increased demand will re-

market share, the most customers, and the best tech-

quire more disks, therefore more equipment and disks

nology. We expect to enjoy continued success and are

with higher capacity, thus new technology. We are well

working to increase our market share.

positioned to satisfy both needs.

Solar Equipment

Photonics Business

Intevac began designing solar cell manufacturing

The strength of our Photonics business is providing

equipment in 2009, an effort that continues. We

highly sensitive digital imaging systems for military

invested in solar because we have the skills and tech-

applications that make it possible to see better at low

nology required to compete in this large market and

light levels than with any other technology. With our

we believe it is a growth business that will complement

substantial portfolio of intellectual property, we are the

our cyclical hard drive business.

sole source supplier for most of our programs.

In 2012, we introduced two innovative products. Our

Our Photonics business turned the corner to operat-

ENERGi ion implant system which provides greater

ing profitability in the second half of 2012 and pro-

control of the dopant that forms the P-N junction of

vides products that enable the development of new

solar cells to increase conversion efficiency, and our

military capabilities and improve the performance

NanoTexture etch system which further increases cell

of existing systems by replacing analog equipment

efficiency by reflecting photons from the back surface.

with advanced digital equipment. We believe that

Recently, a large Asian solar cell manufacturer purchased a production ENERGi implant system after
successful completion of the initial phase of an evaluation agreement that demonstrated increased cell

Photonics is a growth business, not due to increasing
military budgets, but because we expect our systems
to be integrated into multiple existing platforms and
that we will win new applications.

efficiency.

In Summary

The photovoltaics industry currently has excess

This year we expect HDD equipment and Photonics

capacity and purchases of production equipment are

systems sales to generate operating profits and posi-

extremely low; however, solar cell demand is increas-

tive cash flow. We will continue to invest in our solar

ing and weaker participants are exiting the business.

equipment business, but at a reduced level of operat-

We are working closely with our customers to demon-

ing expenses and working capital.

strate production readiness, predictable uptime, and
high reliability so that we are prepared when additional
equipment is required.

I sincerely appreciate the hard work of our employees
throughout 2012 and their continued efforts to help
us achieve our goals in 2013. To our customers and
stockholders, I thank you for your ongoing support.

Norman H. Pond
Chairman and
Chief Executive Officer
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DIVIDENDS

2013 ANNUAL STOCKHOLDERS’ MEETING

The Company has not paid or declared
any cash dividends.

The Intevac Annual Stockholders’ Meeting will
be held Thursday, May 9, 2013 at 4:30 p.m. (PDT)
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